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‘’Never before have the legal institutions 
of our country trained specialists in the field 
of legislative technique, legal due diligence, 

draft regulations, and legal monitoring. 

The national idea should be based on science, 
new technologies and education, including legal. 

The future of a democracy lies in leading the lawyers’

M. Narikbayev KAZGUU University was opened 
on the strategic initiative of N. Nazarbayev, 
the First President of the Republic of Kazakhstan 
- the Leader of Nation in 1994. 

Over the past 25 years, the university has acquired 
the status of the leading University of Kazakhstan 
in the field of training legal and economic 
professionals. Today, graduates of KAZGUU
University worthily represent their alma mater 
in all areas of Kazakhstan. In total, more than 
30 thousand professional specialists, managers 
of various levels are actively involved in developing 
the legal, economic, and financial systems 
of our country.

N. Nazarbayev, 1994



       (FOUNDATION FOR 
INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS 
ADMINISTRATION ACCREDITATION)

M. Narikbayev KAZGUU University is 
THE FIRST AND ONLY UNIVERSITY 
IN KAZAKHSTAN to receive a certificate of
international FIBAA accreditation without 
a single condition. Graduates of the University 
receive the following advantages: 
the recognition of a diploma abroad and 
enhancing employment opportunities, 
as well as the right to continue their
education in the USA and Europe.

University graduates can receive a CIMA 
Operational Level certificate along with 
a diploma of higher education. CIMA is the
International Institute of Management 
Accountants of the United Kingdom of 
Great Britain and Northern Ireland, founded
in 1919. Today, the CIMA Association unites 
more than 229,000 students and members 
from 176 countries.

M. Narikbayev KAZGUU University 
has been successfully accredited by the ACCA 
(the Association of Chartered Certified
Accountants), a professional organization 
recognized around the world that brings 
together experts in the field of finance
and accounting. It entered the 
TOP-3 CENTRAL ASIAN UNIVERSITIES 
with this certification to train specialists.

M. Narikbayev KAZGUU University is the 
FIRST INSTITUTION IN CENTRAL ASIA, 
that prepared students for the Associate
Professional in Human Resources ™ (aPHRi ™) 
certificate from HR Certification Institute®
(HRCI®).

HRCI® is an International Certification Institute 
headquartered in the USA. Over 40 years, 
HRCI® has been setting the standards 
for HR professionals worldwide.

The university has been accredited 
in 7 modules under the ICAEW 
Accreditation Program (the Institute of 
Chartered Accountants in England and Wales)
ICAEW is a leading global professional 
membership organization that promotes,
develops, and supports more than 147,000 
certified auditors in accounting, 
finance, and business worldwide.

RECOGNITION OF INTERNATIONAL
ACCREDITATION AGENCIES

M. Narikbayev 
KAZGUU UNIVERSITY 

CONTINUES TO MAINTAIN 
A STEADY FOCUS IN 

ACHIEVING NEW HEIGHTS

FIBAA 
ICAEW

CIMA HRCI
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TEACHING STAFF ENGLISH 
AS THE LANGUAGE 
OF INSTRUCTION:

OUR STUDENTS’
ACHIEVEMENTS

OVER 200 PROFESSIONALS
JESSUP CUP

The university has a pool of highly 
qualified teaching staff in the country 
- foreign professors, graduates of the 
Bolashak program, doctors and candidates 
of sciences.

Over the last 10 years, KAZGUU Law School 
has been the winner of the Republican 
Olympiad majoring in ‘Jurisprudence’, 
and graduates have been recognized as 
the best lawyers in Kazakhstan.

Over the last five years, the KAZGUU University 
team has been among the TOP-100 teams 
of the world in International Law. It is the most 
famous International Law Competition, 
which has been held since the 1960s in the USA. 
More than 550 teams from the leading 
universities representing more than 80 countries, 
take part in this International Law Moot Court
Competition.

Undergraduate 
Programs of the Higher 
School of Economics

Undergraduate 
Programs of KAZGUU 
Law School

Master’s Degree 
Programs majoring in 
International Law, 
Finance, Translation 
studies

Post-graduate 
Programs majoring 
in International Law

share their theoretical and practical
experience with students daily.



INTERACTION 
WITH EMPLOYER

HSE BUSINESS COUNCIL
The mission of the HSE Business Council 
is to promote the development 
of world-class education at the HSE 
and the development of students’ 
knowledge and skills demanded by the 
labor market. The members of the 
Business Council include top managers 
of the public and quasi-public sector, 
private companies.

Business Council of KAZGUU 
Law School
An office for career, employment and 
professional internship has been created 
to interact with graduates. To date, in the
framework of cooperation, KAZGUU Law 
School has concluded 350 agreements 
with various internship offices, state bodies,
and private employers.

DEMAND AND 
EMPLOYMENT
On average, the employment rate 
makes up 88% during the first year 
after graduation, which is confirmed 
by pension deductions. According 
to this indicator, the University takes 
second place in Kazakhstan.

It is #1 IN ASTANA on employment 
among non-state universities. 

It is also included in the list of TWO BEST 
NON-STATE UNIVERSITIES in the country 
for the employment of graduates.

*According to the Data Analytical 
Center of the MES of the RK, 2016

EDUCATION SYSTEM



RUHANI ZHANGYRU
Since 2015, the University has been 
implementing a project on cultural and 
patriotic education of students. 
N. Nazarbayev, the First President of the 
Republic of Kazakhstan, the Leader 
of Nation, has become its initiator. 
Students visit historical places in 
Kazakhstan. This project is of a long-term 
nature and is aimed at promoting national 
culture and history among the youth, 
creating a sense of patriotism at the young 
generation towards the eternal values of 
the Kazakh people. In 2017, the Center 
for the History of Kazakhstan and 
Ruhani Zhangyru was opened.

STUDY PROGRAMS 
DIGITALIZATION
KAZGUU University has implemented 
a certification program in the IT field for 
students from the 1 st to the 4 th year 
of study. Programming and business 
classes have been conducted by IT 
professionals as part of a Minor IT program 
of the Method School and the KAZGUU 
Higher School of Economics. The acquired 
programming skills have already enabled 
students to implement and monetize 
several customized projects.

PROJECT ON ‘REINFORCING 
FORENSIC INVESTIGATION’
The Ministry of Justice of the Republic 
of Kazakhstan and KAZGUU University, 
with the support of the World Bank, are
implementing a unique project on 
‘Reinforcing Forensic Investigation in the 
Republic of Kazakhstan’ to enhance the
institutional capacity of the Forensics Center 
and the transition to a model of private 
forensics in the Republic of Kazakhstan.



ACADEMIC 
METHODOLOGICAL 
ASSOCIATION IN ‘LAW’
The only professional organization in 
Kazakhstan created to implement state 
policy in the field of education. 
AMA activity is to ensure the quality of 
university education and the participation 
of the academic community and employers 
in educational programs development. 

At AMA annual meetings and research 
and practice conferences, experts from 
all over the world discuss the problems 
of modern legal education, staffing of the 
legal industry, legislative reforms, etc., 
working together to develop common 
approaches to solving relevant issues.

Training of top and medium-level 
managers according to the programs of 
higher postgraduate business education
MBA and DBA degree
Leadership training for the 
country’s economy

Leading domestic and foreign 
business coaches

Foreign internships arrangement

Collaboration with the Central and 
East European Management 
Development Association (CEEMAN), 
the University of Business and 
International Studies (UBIS)

Development of the ‘Digital Kazakhstan’ 
program

Providing quality online education
Low tuition fee
Flexible schedule
An individual approach to each student
Higher education
In-service education
Minor

BUSINESS SCHOOL ONLINE TRAINING

«ACCESS 
TO EDUCATION THROUGH 

ADVANCED TECHNOLOGIES»



 LEAGUE OF ACADEMIC 
INTEGRITY

«ADAL BILIM» 
PROJECT OFFICE

The values   of the League are honesty, 
responsibility, and transparency. The League’s 
activity is aimed at promoting the principles 
of academic integrity at universities and 
implementing projects aimed at improving 
the quality of education in Kazakhstan.

An associate member of the League of Academic 
Integrity is the Agency for Civil Service Affairs and 
Anti-Corruption. The Agency’s participation in the 
League’s activities allows us to develop joint 
decisions to prevent academic dishonesty and
exchange information on academic dishonesty 
at universities.

Within the framework of the 
‘Adaldyk Alany’ project and the 
Memorandum of Cooperation 
between the Anti-Corruption Agency 
and  the Ministry of Education and 
Science on anti-corruption in the 
education system, the ‘Adal Bilim’ 
project office has been opened at 
M. Narikbayev KAZGUU University.

The mission of the ‘Adal Bilim’ project 
is to eradicate domestic corruption 
and increase citizens’ confidence 
in the education system.

The main areas of the project office 
work are the prevention of corruption 
and the development of integrity 
in the field of preschool, secondary, 
technical and professional, higher and 
postgraduate education, science, 
as well as the analysis of regulations 
governing this area.

 
ACADEMIC INTEGRITY
According to the Agency for 
Civil Service Affairs and Anti-Corruption, 
KAZGUU University entered the 
TOP-5 UNIVERSITIES recognized as 
worthy examples of commitment to the 
principles of Academic Integrity.



UNIVERSITY CAMPUS
This is a full-fledged complex organized in such a way as to make the educational process as efficient and convenient as

possible. A crime scene simulation house for experiments, a courtroom, the well-equipped rooms of the University partners
are at the disposal of students.

EDUCATION SYSTEM

M.S. Narikbayev 
Library
It is one of the most modern 
multifunctional university libraries
 in Kazakhstan, equipped by 
international standards. 

The book fund has about 
400,000 books, magazines, 
documents, and full access to 
all world information resources.

OPEN ROOM

It is the most popular place 
among students. Its rooms 
have been provided with 
screens for presentations 
and all the necessary 
equipment for group 
projects.

CRIME SCENE 
SIMULATION HOUSE
The availability of technical 
infrastructure and unique 
textbooks ensures full 
compliance with European and 
international educational 
standards. 

For the quality educational 
process, the house’s rooms 
have a different focus of study 
in the investigation process.

STUDENT’S HOUSE

Student’s House is made in 
a modern style with the integration 
of a ‘house’ and a ‘hostel’ concept. 

All conditions for a comfortable 
stay are created. An electronic 
check-in application system has 
been introduced. There is complete
transparency of processes from 
application to check-in.





According to the Agency 
for Civil Service Affairs and 

Anti-Corruption, it is a 
«Model project»

Student Service Center has been opened 
at M. Narikbayev KAZGUU University in 2014 for the first time 
in the history of higher educational institutions of Kazakhstan.

SSC OF KAZGUU UNIVERSITY



SMART KAZGUU
The project goal is to create a comfortable environment for students and staff, 
digitalize the campus, integrate information resources and university services 
in one mobile application, ensuring constant access to information resources
from any part of the world.

Educational portal (Canvas LMS and AIS ‘Platon’ / academic 
adviser consultation, schedule, academic calendar,
individual curriculum, etc.)

Electronic library (AILS ‘MegaPRO’, federated search tool 
‘EBSCO discovery services’, etc.)

Electronic campus (dormitory, classroom reservation, 
KAZGUU fitness club, medical center, navigation map, ID card, food services)

1C accounting software (finance, 
tuition fee calculation, online payment)

Electronic applications (filing applications, tracking the status 
and receiving a document in electronic format)

The mobile application enables students 
to access the university’s digital resources 
from anywhere in the world:



COWORKING KAZGUU
In a cozy and creative atmosphere, you can work on projects, hold training/ masterclasses,

watch a presentation/films, organize an event or a concert, discuss issues with friends
over a cup of coffee. Сoworking Center is divided into zones, equipped with transformable furniture,

sofas, poufs, free high-speed Internet (Wi-Fi). All the services for students are located here:
the Department of Student Affairs, the Registrar’s Office, Higher Schools Advisers,

Manager of the Corporate Fund ‘Endowment KAZGUU’, financial consultant,
the military registration officer



INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION

INTERNATIONAL 
PROGRAMS
MORE THAN 80 
international agreements.

203 STUDENTS have studied 
abroad on Academic 
Mobility program.

Over the last three years, 
the Academic Mobility of students 
and faculty has been 
INCREASED TWO TIMES.

DOUBLE DEGREE 
PROGRAMS
Exchange semesters are available 
for students IN MORE THAN 
40 UNIVERSITY-PARTNERS, as well 
as 4 double-degree programs 
that allow you to get diplomas 
of two universities in just 4 years.

ACADEMIC 
DIPLOMATIC CLUB
The club is a free platform for discussing relevant 
issues of international relations in the field of 
politics, economics, culture,and education. 
Its mission is to create and strengthen favorable 
relations between representatives of different 
cultures and peoples. Club meetings are held 
weekly and in various formats: round tables, 
conferences, guest lectures, business forums,
business conversations, cultural events.

As part of cooperation with Erasmus, 
the University implements ERASMUS +, 
European Union Program for cooperation in the 
field of higher education, vocational training, 
youth and sports support.

CAPACITY BUILDING PROJECT
Enhancing the research internationalization 
by creating a quality assurance system 
under the European agenda.



ENDOWMENT KAZGUU
On March 30, 2016, the Corporate Fund ‘Endowment KAZGUU’ 
was created aimed at attracting funds in the form of contributions and 
gifts from graduates and various companies. Currently, KAZGUU University 
is the first and only initiator of social-oriented ideas that provides 
educational grants for representatives of socially vulnerable categories of the
population, gifted graduates of schools, lyceums, ‘Altyn Belgy’ winners, 
winners of republican contests and other promising children.

During the Fund’s activity, 
MORE THAN 186 MILLION TENGE 

has been collected, 
aimed at assisting students in studying, reinforcing 

the material and technical resource base, supporting 
research projects of students and employees.



SPECIALLY NAMED LECTURE HALLS. BEST CASE PRACTISE
It is important to mention the experience of KAZGUU and the Endowment Fund in raising funds from companies and
individual sponsors to improve material and technical infrastructure. Currently, KAZGUU has 11 lecture rooms with MORE
THAN 70 MILLION TENGE.

Lecture hall of the State of Kuwait

Lecture hall from sponsors of Business School

KASSA NOVA Bank Room

Said Khoury and Khasib Sabbagh Room

TENGRI BANK Room

QAZKOM BANK Room
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